**Bosnia Herzegovina**

**Manastir Silovitz Plum Brandy Bosnia Herzegovina**  
1L  SLO #592962  $23.99  
Made from the Pozegaca plum, it is probably the most aromatic plum in the world. After fermentation it is distilled and distilled again in order to decrease alcoholic content of good slivovitz and gain more proficient taste.

**Nero Montmorency Cherry Liqueur Bosnia Herzegovina**  
750ml  SLO #591397  $17.99  
1L  SLO #590949  $22.99  
An intense cherry [macerated] spirit. The cherry liqueur is rested to settle-down which intensifies the quality, flavor and aroma. The flavor of is so vivid that the taste is literally as eating fresh cherries. 50 Proof

**Croatia**

**Badel 1862 Komovica Rakija Brandy Croatia 75 proof**  
1L  SLO #590945  $20.99  
Magnificent flavor and perfect wine aroma. The exceptionally smooth flavor is guaranteed by the traditional fermentation and distillation process.

**Badel 1862 Lavov Bitter Liqueur Croatia 64 proof**  
1L  SLO #590944  $18.99  
Harmonic medicinal herbs combination gives this famous bitter its unique aroma and slightly bitter yet rounded flavor. Lavov is perfect as a digestif, always chilled.

**Badel 1862 Orahovac Walnut Liqueur Croatia 48 proof**  
1L  SLO #590943  $19.99  
A traditional bitter-sweet liqueur, nutty in aroma, along with its famous curative features guarantees an unforgettable pleasure of flavors and fragrances. Perfect as a digestif.

**Badel 1862 Pelinkovac Gorki Bitter Liqueur Croatia 62 proof**  
1L  SLO #590942  $19.99  
Badel Pelinkovac Gorki is the most famous Croatian herbal liqueur. A rich natural taste, unexpected, surprising and waking, with unique sweet bitterness and refreshing scent.

**Badel 1862 Pelinkovac Orange Liqueur Croatia 50 proof**  
1L  SLO #590941  $19.99  
Perfect, passionate mixture of famous Mediterranean aromatic herbs and the sweet, unforgettable native orange flavor. Exciting and refreshing; serve chilled in elegant short glasses.

**Badel 1862 Prima Brand Brandy Croatia 70 proof**  
1L  SLO #590946  $18.99  
Badel Prima Brand is produced by blending high quality wine distillates and selected top quality alcohol. That combination gives a clear, golden-brown color, a distinctive and recognizable smell and taste.

**Badel 1862 Stara Sljivovica Old Plum Brandy Croatia 80 proof**  
1L  SLO #590940  $23.99  
Pure gold of Croatian tradition. Badel Hrvatska Stara Šljivovica is the most famous brandy produced by BADEL 1862. It has achieved a cult status comparable with the status of whisky in Scotland.
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**Croatia**

**R Jelinek Fernet Liqueur Czech Republic 76 Proof**  
750ml  SLO #591018  $18.99  
This digestive beverage was created during the period of the Habsburg dynasty in the latter part of the 19th century in the region of central Europe near the famous health spa town of Luhačovice, Czech Republic.

**R Jelinek Kosher Slivovitz Plum Brandy 5 Yr Czech Republic 100 proof**  
750ml  SLO #605610  $24.49  
Slivovitz (plum brandy) is produced from fully matured fruit grown in the plum region of Bohemia (Czech Republic). This triple distilled product, made from Jelinek’s own recipe, ranks among the premium quality alcoholic beverages, worldwide.

**R Jelinek Silver Slivovitz Plum Brandy Kosher for Passover**  
750ml  SLO #605857  $27.99  
Jelinek Silver Slivovitz is a high quality, three times distilled plum brandy made the same way for centuries, preserving R. Jelinek’s long dated recipe. It is made of the best well matured plums and has a smooth slightly almond taste.
Romania

Valco Palinca de Maramures Slivovitz 4 Year Old Romania 750ml  SLO #594548  $24.99
Brandy made from plum fruits. A full aroma and flavor developed during the distillation and wood aging process. Certified Kosher for Passover. 80 Proof

Serbia

Aleksic I Gruzanska Nit Plum Brandy 750ml  SLO #594548  $24.99
Fruit plum brandy, extremely attractive flavors that are in old oak barrels and during aging, the primary smell of biscuit is transformed into sophisticated nose, which makes it extremely attractive. 90 Proof

Aleksic I Gruzanska Nit Rakija Vilijamovka Williams Pear Brandy 750ml  SLO #594550  $24.99
Vilijamovka is made entirely from the noble Williams pear, valued for its muted sweetness and soft, subtle flavors. It is carefully double distilled in old copper stills to produce a spirit that is both refined and sophisticated. 86 Proof

Aleksic I Gruzanska Nit Williams Pear Brandy with Honey 750ml  SLO #594549  $24.99
Noble Aroma And Taste. Ripe Williams Pear Is Carefully Selected, Smashed And Left To Ferment For A Couple Of Weeks. Double-Distilled In Traditional Way. 60 Proof

Bucurrua Tuica De Prune Plum Brandy 1L  SLO #590928  $17.49
Obviously a rich plum aroma on the nose that is matched by the palate, a subtle sweetness envelops the entire mouth with a warm elegance. An excellent after-dinner digestif. 80 Proof

Flores Zuta Osa Slivovitz Plum Brandy 750ml  SLO #592857  $31.99
Zuta Osa, or Yellow Wasp is a premium brand of plum brandy, prepared and aged according to traditional distilling recipes passed from father to son in "master distiller" families of Southeastern Europe over hundreds of years.

Gorki List Herbal Liqueur 1L  SLO #593377  $26.99
Gorki List is a pelinkovac, a bitter herbal liqueur based upon fernet.

Imperian Plum Brandy Slivovitz Kosher 750ml  SLO #593143  $26.99

Stara Sokolova Kasija Apricot Brandy Serbia 750ml  SLO #593569  $31.99
The fruit is picked at the peak of the season and double distilled in old copper stills to ensure the final spirit reflects the pure, sweet essence of apricot. Stara Sokolova Kajsija evokes a sunny late summer day.

Stara Sokolova Medovina Plum Brandy with Honey 750ml  SLO #597840  $25.99
Every sip opens with the bright, natural sweetness of honey and is filled in by the full, fruity base of the underlying spirit.

Stara Sokolova Old Falcon's Plum Brandy Serbia 750ml  SLO #593020  $25.99
Distilled from a blend of traditional and modern varieties of plums, this rakija has become a staple on South Eastern European tables world-wide. 80 Proof

Stefan Nemanja Slivovitz Serbia 1L  SLO #592954  $49.99
Plum Brandy aged for five years and made from the best of the best plums. 100 Proof

Takovo Kajsija Apricot Brandy 80 Proof 750ml  SLO #590963  $21.99
Rakija made from Apricots, the fruit is picked at the peak of the season and double distilled in old copper stills to ensure the final spirit reflects the pure, sweet essence of apricot.

Takovo Viljamovka Pear Williams Brandy 80 Proof 750ml  SLO #590962  $25.99
Viljamovka is made entirely from the noble Williams pear, valued for its muted sweetness and soft, subtle flavors. It is carefully double distilled in old copper stills to produce a spirit that is both refined and sophisticated.

Takovo Dunja Quince Brandy Serbia 80 proof 750ml  SLO #590934  $21.99
Dunja is made from fully ripe quince and is double distilled in old copper stills, ensuring a perfect harmony between the sweetness and the natural tartness of quince.